TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
of it is fortuitous too * What survives of Rome and equally of
Coventry is already destined to be part of history; but at no period
can we consciously establish historical monuments and ruins as
"interesting", and anxiously preserve them from being violated;
if we did, interest would immediately be drained away, and they
would stand up dead and stiff as cardboard in their self-conscious
isolation. As to the usefulness of bombing Rome—" Oo, I dunno,"
said Kipps, and: "I was thinking jest what a Rum Go every-
thing is..."
A rum go. I stood in that alley which I had formerly known
cramped between tall buildings where rich people had dwelt
securely, and I saw that far back on the inner wall of a first-floor
room, a plane-tree had been painted and was still there, faded from
its exposure to wind and weather; the inside walls not weather-
beaten and scarred as one might have supposed, but delicately
bloomed like an invalid lady who has at last been persuaded by
those who nurse her that a walk and some fresh air would
miraculously restore her health and complexion after being shut
up for so long. The anonymous but doubtless fashionable interior
decorator of die house that had once been there, could hardly have
foreseen that the decoration would last longer than the interior.
I imagined how the party invited to the house-warming would
have praised the originality of the painted branches with their
delicate dusters of hanging bobbles, so different from sur-realist
wall-paper or classic frieze* "Really," they might have chattered
to a gratified host or hostess, "you could almost imagine, when
you look at it, that you were out of doors!"
Yes, and now it was out of doors, with all the other plane-trees
of London.
That alley fascinated me. I had already seen plenty of bombed
buildings, but only at this moment of discovering the painted
plane-tree did I begin to be vitally aware of them afi. Who ever
fek that ruins were pale and dead 2 "Now we see how the Romans
lived 1" we used to say: their walls, their handsome baths, their
reafty almost modern cfatuffage central. Now we see how the
Londoners lived, future tourists may say: their fragments of stair-
case* tfarir wineHxllars and kitchens. That fireplace on the first
flow^cmno floor at all, look, it has white tiles... Whenlmoved
into my promt rooms in Albany* the builder said no white tiles
"wore m be had mvfwfa&e ("don't you know there's a war on 2").
ft looked an esperaive fireplace; I wondered if the rest of the

